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Introduction
T cell activation and effector function require the formation 
of a regulated cell–cell contact with an antigen-presenting cell 
(APC) termed the immunological synapse (IS). IS architec-
ture varies depending on the physiological setting and entails 
separation of signaling complexes into specialized membrane 
microdomains (Thauland and Parker, 2010). In the canonical 
“bullseye” IS, a distinct molecular pattern forms in which an 
outer ring of leukocyte functional antigen 1 (LFA-1) and talin 
surrounds an inner region enriched in T cell receptor (TCR) and 
associated signaling molecules (Monks et al., 1998; Grakoui 
et al., 1999). These regions have been termed the peripheral 
and central supramolecular activation clusters (pSMAC and 
cSMAC), respectively. A third distal SMAC (dSMAC) region 
enriched in CD45 and F-actin lies at the IS edge (Sims et al., 
2007). TCR signaling occurs in microclusters that form in the 
IS periphery and undergo cytoskeleton-dependent translocation 
to the cSMAC, where signal extinction takes place (Yokosuka 
et al., 2005; Varma et al., 2006).

The F-actin network plays a central role in IS formation 
and TCR signaling (Bunnell et al., 2001; Campi et al., 2005; 
Varma et al., 2006; Billadeau et al., 2007; Burkhardt et al., 2008; 
Beemiller and Krummel, 2010; Yu et al., 2013). Actin dynamics 
at the IS are characterized by polymerization in the lamellipo-
dium, centripetal flow, and filament disassembly in the central 
region. Centripetal flow is primarily driven by F-actin polymer-
ization and organized by myosin IIA contraction (Babich et al., 
2012; Yi et al., 2012). Simultaneous inhibition of myosin IIA 
contraction and F-actin polymerization arrests actin flow, with 
concomitant loss of Ca2+ signaling. Conversely, conditions that 
increase F-actin polymerization and centripetal flow correlate 
with enhanced T cell activation (Gorman et al., 2012).

Recent studies indicate that mechanical force on the TCR– 
peptide bound major histocompatibility antigen bond can trig-
ger TCR signaling (Li et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014). Further 
evidence for tension-based signaling comes from studies show-
ing that T cells can respond to small numbers of monomeric li-
gands only when those ligands are surface bound and when their 
actin network is intact (Ma et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2012). Fi-
nally, T cells are known to respond differentially to stimulatory 
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of integrin function occurs via conformational change, 
which modulates ligand affinity, and receptor clustering, 
which modulates valency. Here, we show that confor-
mational intermediates of leukocyte functional antigen 1  
(LFA-1) form a concentric array at the immunological 
synapse. Using an inhibitor cocktail to arrest F-actin dy-
namics, we show that organization of this array depends 
on F-actin flow and ligand mobility. Furthermore, F-actin 

flow is critical for maintaining the high affinity conforma-
tion of LFA-1, for increasing valency by recruiting LFA-1 
to the immunological synapse, and ultimately for pro-
moting intracellular cell adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) 
binding. Finally, we show that F-actin forces are opposed  
by immobilized ICAM-1, which triggers LFA-1 activa-
tion through a combination of induced fit and tension-
based mechanisms. Our data provide direct support for  
a model in which the T cell actin network generates mechan-
ical forces that regulate LFA-1 activity at the immunologi-
cal synapse.
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domain swingout is essential for catch bond interactions. Fur-
thermore, it has been shown that integrin bond lifetimes are in-
creased by a short, transient period of high force application. 
For LFA-1–ICAM-1 interactions, force cycling increased the 
mean bond lifetime from 1.5 to 35 s (Kong et al., 2013).

Despite the importance of integrin-dependent adhesion 
for T cell function, major questions remain about the mecha-
nisms that regulate LFA-1 activation at the IS. It has been pro-
posed that tensile force on the  chain can be produced via 
linkage to the dynamic F-actin network (Springer and Dustin, 
2012), but this has not been directly tested. We have now inves-
tigated the function of the T cell actin cytoskeleton in regulat-
ing conformational change, ligand binding, and organization of 
LFA-1 at the IS. We show that centripetal flow of the actomyo-
sin network is required to recruit LFA-1 to the IS, to maintain 
LFA-1 in the high affinity conformation, and to promote ef-
ficient binding to ICAM-1. Our data thus support a model in 
which mechanical force provided by F-actin centripetal flow 
promotes integrin-dependent T cell–APC adhesion. More gen-
erally, we show that forces generated by actin can trigger the 
activation of mechanosensitive molecules at the IS.

Results
Extended and open conformations of  
LFA-1 display distinct patterns of  
organization at the IS
T cell activation requires clustering and conformational change 
of LFA-1, but the distribution of LFA-1 conformational inter-
mediates at the IS has not been characterized. To address this, 
we formed conjugates between human ex vivo CD4+ T cells and 
staphylococcal enterotoxin E (SEE)–pulsed Raji B cells and  
labeled them with conformation-specific antibodies for LFA-1. 
As detailed in Materials and methods and depicted in Fig. 1 A,  
TS2/4 binds to L in a conformation-independent manner, 
Kim127 binds an epitope in the 2 knee region that is exposed 
in the extended and open (intermediate and high affinity) con-
formations, and m24 binds within the I domain after hybrid 
domain swingout and therefore detects only the high affinity, 
open conformation. Note that labeling with m24 must be per-
formed before fixation because the epitope is fixation sensitive. 
Hereafter, labeling with these three antibodies will be, respec-
tively, designated as L (total), 2 extended, and 2 open.  
As shown in Fig. 1 B and Video 1, total LFA-1 was distributed 
across the IS, except for the F-actin–rich dSMAC region. In 
contrast, molecules in the extended conformation were enriched 
in a ring corresponding roughly to the pSMAC region, whereas 
those in the open conformation were concentrated in a second, 
more central ring. Similar results were obtained in naive CD8+ 
T cells (Fig. S1 A).

To ask if formation of this pattern is a T cell–intrinsic 
event, we analyzed T cells interacting with planar lipid bilayers 
or glass coverslips functionalized with anti-CD3 and ICAM-1. 
A similar concentric pattern was observed in both cases (Fig. 1, 
C and D) except that on coverslips T cell spreading was more 
extensive and activated LFA-1 molecules were localized more 
peripherally. Quantitative analysis (Fig. 1, C and D, right) 

substrates of varying stiffness (Judokusumo et al., 2012; O’Connor 
et al., 2012). T cells in which myosin contraction has been in-
hibited exhibit diminished phosphorylation of CasL, a pro-
tein that undergoes stretch-dependent phosphorylation (Kumari 
et al., 2012). Together, these studies provide compelling evi-
dence that the dynamic actin network plays a central role in 
mechanotransduction by the TCR. Nonetheless, this process re-
mains controversial because of the lack of structure-based evi-
dence for force-dependent TCR conformational change, and the 
precise role of F-actin dynamics remains unclear. Furthermore, 
the role of F-actin–dependent mechanical force in regulating 
integrins and other molecules needed for T cell activation has 
not been explored.

Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane proteins that  
mediate cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions. The L2 (CD11a/ 
CD18) integrin LFA-1 is expressed exclusively in leukocytes 
and is essential for T cell trafficking and IS formation. In  
general, integrins are regulated at two distinct levels—valency 
(density at the cell–cell interface) and affinity (strength of in-
teraction between individual integrin molecules and ligands). 
The overall strength of interaction (avidity) is a product of 
valency, affinity, and contact area (Kinashi, 2005). In resting  
T cells, LFA-1 is maintained in an inactive, bent conformation 
with very low ligand binding capacity. TCR stimulation recruits 
the actin binding protein talin to the  chain of LFA-1, reliev-
ing – chain interactions that maintain the bent conformation 
and allowing adoption of the intermediate conformation (Kim 
et al., 2003; Tadokoro et al., 2003; Partridge et al., 2005). This 
switchblade-like unfolding exposes epitopes that report on inte-
grin activation (Fig. 1 A; Nishida et al., 2006). Signaling events 
that modulate LFA-1 activation are termed inside-out signaling 
(Kinashi, 2005; Hogg et al., 2011). Binding to ligands (intra-
cellular cell adhesion molecule 1 [ICAM-1], 2, or 3) can also 
drive conformational change in a process termed “induced fit” 
(Takagi et al., 2002; Shimaoka et al., 2003).

Typically, integrin activation and ligand binding are asso-
ciated with lateral swingout of the hybrid domain and downward 
movement of the 7 helix in the I domain. In I domain– 
containing integrins such as LFA-1, this conformational change 
is propagated to the I domain, activating the ligand binding 
site (Fig. 1 A). Induction of the extended conformation results 
in a fourfold increase from baseline levels, and hybrid domain 
swingout increases affinity by an additional 100-fold. Con-
versely, stabilization of the closed I domain decreases base-
line affinity by a factor of 2. Thus, conformational change of 
LFA-1 regulates an 800-fold change in affinity for ICAM-1 
(Schürpf and Springer, 2011). Interestingly, molecular mod-
eling has suggested that a tensile force applied parallel to the 
membrane on the  tail can induce hybrid domain swingout and 
affinity modulation (Zhu et al., 2008).

Consistent with the prediction that force can enhance 
LFA-1 affinity, integrins engage in catch bond interactions in 
which force increases bond strength and longevity (Kong et al., 
2009; Chen et al., 2012). Bond lifetime increases with tensile 
normal force until a threshold is reached after which bonds are 
rapidly ruptured. Importantly, this behavior depends on inter-
actions between the I and I domains, suggesting that hybrid 
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the open LFA-1 conformation and drive accumulation of LFA-1 
and ICAM-1 (Smith et al., 2005). In agreement with this, we  
found that incubation of cells with m24 led to increased accumu-
lation of 2 open LFA-1 over time. At early time points (1–5 min),  
2 open LFA-1 colocalized with only the most central re-
gion of accumulated ICAM-1 (Fig. S1, C and E), whereas by  
10 min of incubation, the 2 open molecules colocalized with 
the entire ICAM-1–rich region. The concentration of ICAM-1  
in the planar bilayer influenced the overall accumulation of 
LFA-1 at the IS, the proportion of molecules in the extended 
and open conformations, and the formation of a pSMAC pat-
tern with a central clearance (Fig. S2, B–F). Comparison of this 
dose–response data with the levels of ICAM-1 on the surface 
of mature DCs (Fig. S2 A) shows that at physiological levels of 

confirmed the generality of these observations and highlighted 
the shift of the array toward the periphery in cells responding to 
immobilized ligand.

Previous analysis of LFA-1 activation state at the IS has  
relied on visualizing accumulation of laterally mobile ICAM-1  
as a surrogate for engaged LFA-1 (Grakoui et al., 1999). To under-
stand the relationship between LFA-1 conformational interme-
diates and ICAM-1 accumulation, we labeled T cells spreading 
on bilayers containing fluorescent ICAM-1. As shown in Fig. S1  
(B and D), the extended conformation of LFA-1 colocalizes 
strongly with accumulated ICAM-1. A similar region was 
marked by talin, which induces the extended conformation by 
binding to the -integrin tail (Fig. S1, F and G). m24, the anti-
body used to detect 2 open LFA-1, has been shown to stabilize 

Figure 1. LFA-1 activation intermediates are organized into a concentric array by a T cell–intrinsic mechanism. (A) LFA-1 conformational states and 
antibody binding sites. Inactive LFA-1 is present in a bent conformation on the surface of T cells and exhibits low affinity for ligand. Talin binding to the  
 chain leads to unbending, yielding the extended intermediate affinity conformation. F-actin flow and ligand engagement cause the hybrid domain of the 
 chain to swing out, resulting in the high affinity open conformation that efficiently mediates adhesion and signaling. Putative binding sites for monoclonal 
antibodies are marked with asterisks. (B) Human primary CD4+ T cells were conjugated to SEE-pulsed Raji B cells (asterisk) for 25 min, labeled for 5 min 
with m24 (2 open), and then fixed and labeled with CF405M-phalloidin to detect F-actin and monoclonal antibodies TS2/4 (L total) and Kim127 (2 
extended). Z stacks of whole conjugates were collected and rendered in 3D in the IS plane (arrowhead). (right) Radial intensity profiles of synapses from 
multiple conjugates were analyzed as described in Materials and methods and normalized with the maximum intensity for each antibody set equal to 1. 
Data represent mean ± SEM. (C and D) Cells were allowed to spread on planar bilayers coated with anti-CD3 and 0.1 µg/ml ICAM-1 (C) or coverglasses 
adsorbed with anti-CD3 and ICAM-1 (D) and analyzed as in B. Bars, 5 µm.

http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201406121/DC1
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on the open conformation. In the presence of ICAM-1, open 
LFA-1 was enriched at the IS periphery, largely colocalizing 
with the extended conformation, but in the absence of ICAM-1 
it was shifted toward the center. This pattern is similar to that 
observed in cells responding to planar bilayers where ICAM-1 
is mobile (Compare Fig. 3 [A and B] and Fig. 1 C).

The simplest interpretation of these data is that actin- 
dependent delivery of open, ligand-bound LFA-1 to the center 
of the IS is directly opposed by immobilized ligand. However, it 
is also possible that binding of LFA-1 to immobilized ICAM-1 
could retard actin flow, as described for 1 integrins (Nguyen 
et al., 2008). To differentiate between these possibilities, we 
measured F-actin flow rates in T cells responding to anti-CD3 
alone or together with ICAM-1. F-actin rates were determined 
by kymographic analysis as detailed in Materials and methods 
and depicted in Video 4. T cells interacting with anti-CD3 alone 
showed continuous centripetal flow (Fig. 3, C–E; and Video 5, 
left), with rates of 83 ± 47 nm/s at the IS periphery and slower 
rates toward the center. Addition of ICAM-1 resulted in in-
creased F-actin at the IS center, but only modestly slowed actin 
flow (73 ± 44 nm/s at the periphery; Fig. 3, F–H; see Fig. S5; 
and Video 5, right). Thus, we favor a model in which high af-
finity LFA-1 binds to ICAM-1 in the periphery of the IS and is 
shuttled inward by actin flow. If ICAM-1 is present and immo-
bilized, high affinity LFA-1 is physically retained in the periph-
ery, whereas if ICAM-1 is absent or mobile, high affinity LFA-1 
centralizes more extensively.

F-actin flow regulates the valency  
of LFA-1 at the IS
To test the idea that forces exerted by the T cell actin cytoskel-
eton regulate activity of LFA-1, we used an inhibitor cocktail 
that arrests F-actin flow at the IS. As we reported previously 
(Babich et al., 2012), inhibition of myosin with Y-27632 (Y-27) 
or blebbistatin (Bleb) had little effect on F-actin dynamics, but 
addition of jasplakinolide to myosin II–inhibited cells arrested  
F-actin flow (Video 6). To analyze the effect of F-actin flow 
on redistribution of LFA-1, T–B conjugates were treated with  
myosin inhibitors ± jasplakinolide, and labeled with anti–LFA-1 
antibodies as diagrammed in Fig. 4 A. Enrichment was assessed 
based on labeling intensity at the IS (Fig. 4 D) normalized to 
total cell surface intensity (Fig. S3 F). Analysis was performed 
on cells from multiple donors; individual measurements from 
one donor are shown in Fig. S3 (A–E). In untreated conjugates, 
60% of total LFA-1 was concentrated at the IS, where it was 
relatively uniformly distributed (Fig. 4, B, C, and G). Inhibi-
tion of myosin II contraction had no obvious effect on the dis-
tribution or IS enrichment of LFA-1. In contrast, cells treated 
with myosin II inhibitor and jasplakinolide to freeze the actin 
network showed significant loss (25–30%) of LFA-1 at the IS 
(Fig. 4, B–D and G). Similar results were obtained in T cells 
spreading on stimulatory bilayers, where arrest of actin flow 
significantly reduced total levels of IS-associated LFA-1 (Fig. 5,  
B, C, and F). Collectively, these results indicate that F-actin 
flow continuously drives LFA-1 toward the IS, thereby increas-
ing LFA-1 valency.

ICAM-1 (equivalent to 0.2–0.4 µg/ml based on labeling intensity) 
maximal LFA-1 accumulation and conformational change are 
observed. On the basis of these studies, we selected 0.3 µg/ml 
of ICAM-1 and 5-min labeling with m24 as optimal conditions 
for further analysis.

Collectively, these results show that LFA-1 activation  
intermediates are organized in a concentric array at the IS, with 
higher affinity conformations localized more centrally. Radial 
organization of LFA-1 is imposed by the T cell, though the pat-
tern is modulated by ligand density and mobility.

ICAM-1 centralization parallels centripetal 
flow of the actomyosin network
We next addressed the relationship between LFA-1 confor-
mational intermediates and the F-actin network. Human CD4+ 
T lymphoblasts expressing Lifeact-GFP were imaged while 
spreading on stimulatory bilayers containing Alexa Fluor 594–
ICAM-1 and Alexa Fluor 647–streptavidin bound to anti-CD3. 
As shown in Fig. 2 (A and B) and Video 2, ICAM-1 central-
ization occurred concomitantly with centripetal F-actin flow, 
although ICAM-1–rich features often corresponded to regions 
low in F-actin. This is especially evident in the kymograph 
shown in Video 3. Inward ICAM-1 movement stopped at the 
boundary with the cSMAC region marked by streptavidin. In-
terestingly, however, this boundary existed even in the absence 
of a clear streptavidin-rich region, suggesting that a mecha-
nism other than molecular exclusion may be involved (Fig. 2 C  
and Video 3). Labeling of LFA-1 conformational intermedi-
ates in T lymphoblasts revealed a pattern similar to that found 
in ex vivo T cells; the extended conformation was enriched  
throughout the pSMAC region, whereas the open conforma-
tion accumulated at the pSMAC–cSMAC boundary (Fig. 2 D). 
Finally, we evaluated LFA-1 distribution with respect to myosin 
IIA because the two proteins reportedly interact (Morin et al., 
2008). Myosin IIA did not colocalize with activated LFA-1,  
but instead localized to a region outside the rings of extended 
and open LFA-1 (Fig. 2 E). Thus, the distribution of LFA-1 
activation intermediates cannot be explained by simple binding 
to F-actin or myosin IIA. Because high affinity LFA-1 prefer-
entially binds to F-actin (Cairo et al., 2006), this conformation 
may be selectively delivered to the inner region of the IS by 
F-actin flow and deposited there upon disassembly of actin fila-
ments. Alternatively, LFA-1 conformational change may occur 
as it is dragged toward the cSMAC, with maximal activation at 
the pSMAC–cSMAC boundary.

Engagement of immobilized ICAM-1 retains 
high affinity LFA-1 at the IS periphery
We next assessed the role of ligand engagement in organizing 
LFA-1 activation intermediates by analyzing primary T lym-
phoblasts interacting with coverslips coated with anti-CD3+/ 

ICAM-1. As anticipated, T cells stimulated with anti-CD3+ 
ICAM-1 spread more than cells stimulated with anti-CD3 alone 
(Fig. 3, A and B). In both cases, total and extended LFA-1 were 
enriched near the periphery of the IS, with lower intensities at 
the center. In contrast, ligand engagement had a dramatic effect 
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arbitrary value does not indicate the actual percentage of mol-
ecules in a particular conformation, but serves as a useful mea-
sure of relative LFA-1 activation under different experimental 
conditions. As shown in Fig. 4 (B, C, and E), myosin II inhibi-
tion with Y-27 significantly diminished the overall amount of 
extended LFA-1 at the IS. Similar results were obtained with 
Bleb, though this did not reach statistical significance as a result 
of donor variability. Arrest of the actin network by addition of 
jasplakinolide to cells pretreated with either myosin inhibitor  

Myosin II contraction and F-actin flow 
regulate affinity maturation of LFA-1  
at the IS
To ask if the actin network regulates LFA-1 conformational 
change, inhibitor-dependent changes in labeling of the extended  
and open conformations at the IS were quantified (Fig. 4,  
E and F). To control for changes in valency and focus analysis 
on conformational change, data were normalized to labeling for 
total LFA-1 in the same region (Fig. 4, H and I). Note that this 

Figure 2. Analysis of LFA-1 distribution with respect to the actomyosin network. (A) Time-lapse series of human T lymphoblasts expressing Lifeact-GFP 
and spreading on planar bilayers coated with anti-CD3 linked to Alexa Fluor 647–labeled streptavidin and Alexa Fluor 594–labeled ICAM-1. Imaging 
was initiated after full spreading was reached. Radial profiles were generated across the indicated dotted line. Representative of 10 cells analyzed.  
(B) Kymographs generated from the sequence shown in A. (C) Human primary CD4+ T cells were conjugated to SEE-pulsed Raji B cells (dashed outlines and 
asterisks) for 25 min and labeled with antibodies to the CD3 chain of TCR and to the 2 chain in the extended and open conformations. Z stacks of whole 
conjugates were collected and rendered in 3D in the IS plane (arrowhead). Representative rendered images are shown. (D) T lymphoblasts spreading on 
bilayers for 30 min were labeled as in Fig. 1. Shown are single cell images and population average projections. (E) Ex vivo T cells spreading on bilayers 
for 30 min were labeled with conformation-specific LFA-1 and anti-myosin IIA antibodies. Bars, 5 µm.
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upon arrest of F-actin flow (Fig. 5, B–E). On bilayers, these 
effects remained statistically significant after correction for di-
minished synaptic LFA-1 (Fig. 5, G and H). Some loss was also 
observed upon inhibition of myosin II alone, though whether 
this reached statistical significance was inhibitor-dependent. 
Collectively, these data show that myosin II contraction and 
F-actin dynamics are crucial for maintaining the high affinity 
conformation of LFA-1 at the IS.

F-actin dynamics regulate the organization 
of activated LFA-1
Freezing F-actin dynamics also affected the radial distribution 
of LFA-1 activation intermediates. The images in Figs. 4 and 5 
reveal that the small number of activated LFA-1 molecules re-
maining at the IS became more randomly distributed. Analysis 
of radial intensity profiles showed that inhibition of myosin alone 
had little effect on the distribution of LFA-1 in any conformation, 

had even more profound effects. Normalization to total LFA-1, 
however, revealed that there was no consistent difference in 
the proportion of IS-associated LFA-1 in the extended con-
formation after any treatment (Fig. 4 H). Labeling with m24 
showed a modest but significant decrease in open LFA-1 at the 
IS after inhibition of myosin II with Y-27 and a similar trend 
with Bleb. A more profound diminution (60%) was observed 
after freezing the F-actin network (Fig. 4 F). In contrast to the 
extended conformation, loss of the open conformation in actin-
arrested cells was profound, even after correction for changes 
in total LFA-1. Inhibition of myosin II alone resulted in a 20% 
decrease in the proportion of open LFA-1, whereas freezing 
the F-actin network resulted in a 42% decrease from control 
cells (Fig. 4 I).

Similar effects were observed in T cells responding to 
stimulatory bilayers. As in conjugates, we found that absolute 
levels of both the extended and open conformations decreased 

Figure 3. ICAM-1 engagement retains the pool of activated LFA-1 in the IS periphery. (A and B) T lymphoblasts were allowed to interact with coverslips 
coated with anti-CD3 and ICAM-1 (A) or anti-CD3 alone (B) for 30 min and analyzed as in Fig. 1. (C and D) T lymphoblasts expressing Lifeact-GFP were 
imaged live while spreading on coverslips coated with anti-CD3 alone. (C) Single time point of a responding cell and (D) corresponding kymograph of 
F-actin dynamics generated along the dashed line in C. Arrowhead indicates a mobile fiducial mark in the F-actin network. (E) Kymographic analysis of 
F-actin flow rates along IS radii (663 measurements from 13 cells) superimposed on the normalized radial distribution of F-actin intensity in the same cells. 
(F and G) T lymphoblasts expressing Lifeact-GFP were imaged live while interacting with coverslips coated with anti-CD3+ ICAM-1, analyzed as in C–E 
(1,180 measurements from 21 cells). Data in E and H represent means ± SEM. Bars, 5 µm.
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Figure 4. Centripetal flow of the actomyosin network regulates valency and affinity of LFA-1. (A) Ex vivo CD4+ T cells were conjugated with SEE-pulsed 
Raji B cells and subjected to the indicated experimental paradigm. After fixation, cells were labeled with TS2/4 and Kim127. (B) Representative conjugates 
showing integrin localization and activation. The outline of the interacting B cell (asterisk) is indicated with a dotted line. Bar, 5 µm. (C) Corresponding 3D 
rendering of the IS plane. (D–F) The effects of drug treatments on intensities of total (D), extended (E), and open (F) LFA-1 staining at the IS, each normalized 
to the untreated control. (G) The effects of drug treatments on maintenance of overall LFA-1 recruitment at the IS. (H and I) The effects of drug treatments 
on the proportion of LFA-1 in the extended (H) or open (I) conformations are shown based on signal intensity of conformation-specific antibodies, divided 
by the intensity of antibody recognizing total LFA-1. Data from six independent human donors (color coded in D) are shown; at least 30 conjugates were 
analyzed per condition for each donor. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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LFA-1. Collectively, these data demonstrate that the concentric 
pattern of LFA-1 activation intermediates is maintained by on-
going F-actin flow.

whereas arrest of actin flow profoundly affected both the ex-
tended and the open conformations (Fig. S4). The most dra-
matic change was the near complete loss of the peak of open 

Figure 5. F-actin dynamics regulate the organization of activated LFA-1. (A) Ex vivo CD4+ T cells spreading on bilayers coated with anti-CD3 in the 
presence or absence of ICAM-1 were subjected to the indicated experimental paradigm. After fixation, cells were labeled with TS2/4 and Kim127.  
(B) Representative synapses. Bar, 5 µm. (C) Mean fluorescence intensity distributions for cell populations. (D–F) Cells were treated as in B, and the relative 
labeling intensity of LFA-1 in the extended conformation (D), open conformation (E), or total LFA-1 (F) was determined. (G and H) Ratio of extended (G) 
or open (H) conformations of LFA-1 to total LFA-1 at the IS. Data represent 130–250 cells per condition from a single representative donor; n = 3 donors. 
*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.

http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201406121/DC1
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given a previous study showing that TCR stimulation is in-
sufficient to induce this conformational change (Schürpf and 
Springer, 2011). Importantly, whereas the earlier study used 
soluble stimuli, we delivered the TCR stimulus on planar sur-
faces. The architecture of the spreading T cell allows concerted  
F-actin flow, which could exert force on the cytoplasmic tail 
of LFA-1. In support of this idea, we found that soluble cross-
linking of the TCR resulted in no cell spreading and no induc-
tion of the open conformation of LFA-1 (Fig. 8, A–C). In 
contrast, TCR cross-linking on a planar glass surface induced 
cell spreading and increased the proportion of extended-open 
LFA-1, even in the absence of ligand. As seen in Fig. 3 B, the 
activated LFA-1 was localized at the very center of the IS, con-
sistent with the idea that actin flow shuttles the unbound integ-
rin toward the IS center.

Using the same experimental system, we tested the mecha-
nisms through which ICAM-1 binding promotes LFA-1 con-
formational change. Two nonexclusive possibilities exist: (1)  
an induced fit mechanism whereby ICAM-1 binding results 
in direct conformational change of LFA-1 and (2) a tension-
based mechanism in which ICAM-1 opposes lateral movement 
of LFA-1, thereby contributing to force-dependent confor-
mational change. To differentiate between these mechanisms, 
we delivered a TCR stimulus on planar surfaces and provided 
various LFA-1 stimuli. To test the contribution of induced 
fit in the absence of tension, soluble ICAM-1 (1 µg/ml) was 
added. This condition did not lead to increased T cell spread-
ing or LFA-1 activation and did not alter LFA-1 distribution at 
the IS (Fig. 8, A–C). To ask if tension is sufficient to increase 
LFA-1 activation, we added the monoclonal antibody TS1/22 
to the stimulatory coverslips. This antibody binds the ICAM-1  
binding site of the I domain in all LFA-1 conformations 
(Schürpf and Springer, 2011) and should therefore mimic 
tension induced by binding to immobilized ICAM-1 without 
the induced fit component. Engagement of LFA-1 by TS1/22 
resulted in increased cell spreading, but did not increase the  
proportion of LFA-1 in the open conformation (Fig. 8, B and C). 
Interestingly, TS1/22 caused existing open LFA-1 to form a 
peripheral ring similar to that seen in the presence of immo-
bile ICAM-1 (Fig. 8 A). Finally, to test the combined effect 
of induced fit and tension, cells were stimulated with immobi-
lized ICAM-1. This condition resulted in increased cell spread-
ing and LFA-1 redistribution similar to that seen with TS1/22. 
In addition, these cells showed a dramatic increase in the pro-
portion of LFA-1 in the open conformation. Our finding that 
ICAM-1 immobilization is required to induce LFA-1 conforma-
tional change is consistent with previous work from Feigelson 
et al. (2010), though that study did not address the question of 
tension versus induced fit. We conclude that although tension 
on LFA-1 can promote T cell spreading and concentric orga-
nization, a combination of induced fit and tension is needed to 
support adoption of the open conformation. Finally, although 
the induced fit mechanism is sufficient to support conforma-
tional change of purified integrin ectodomains (Zhu et al., 
2013) and at high soluble ligand densities (Dustin, 1998), this 
mechanism is not likely to play a large role at physiological 
ligand concentrations.

Coengagement of 1 integrins slows  
the F-actin network and attenuates  
LFA-1 activation
To complement these pharmacological studies, we sought a 
more physiological context in which T cell actin flow could 
be perturbed. In Jurkat T cells, it was previously shown that 
coengagement of VLA-4 (41 integrin) with TCR slows 
actin flow at the IS (Nguyen et al., 2008). We therefore asked 
if ligation of VLA-4 has the same effect on primary T cells in 
the context of LFA-1 coengagement. T cells spreading on cov-
erslips coated with a combination of anti-CD3, ICAM-1, and 
vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) spread to about  
the same extent as cells spreading on anti-CD3+ ICAM-1 alone 
(unpublished data). Actin flow rates reached 60 ± 35 nm/s at the 
periphery of the IS, with a sixfold decrease in rate near the IS 
center (Fig. 6, A–C; and Video 7). Within the outer 40% of the 
IS radius where most F-actin dynamics occur, the flow rates  
were significantly lower than in cells spreading on anti-CD3+ 
ICAM-1 (Fig. S5). Correlating with slower actin rates, VCAM-1  
coligation resulted in a 34% decrease in the total levels of open 
LFA-1 and a 20% decrease in the proportion of molecules in 
this conformation (Fig. 6 D). This effect is probably not caused 
by competition between 1 and 2 integrins for adaptor mol-
ecules involved in inside-out signaling because the proportion 
of LFA-1 molecules in the extended conformation actually in-
creased upon 1 integrin engagement. Thus, we conclude that 
1 integrin engagement modulates 2 integrin affinity matura-
tion by slowing the flow of the actin network. This result also 
demonstrates that the actin network can serve as a mechanical 
link between distinct integrins and possibly between integrins 
and other cell surface receptors.

Optimal LFA-1–ICAM-1 interactions require 
ongoing actin flow
A previous study using the planar bilayer system showed that 
depolymerization of actin filaments leads to loss of ICAM-1 re-
cruitment and organization at the IS (Varma et al., 2006). Be-
cause we found that arresting actin flow leads to loss of the high 
affinity conformation of LFA-1, we wondered what impact this 
has on ICAM-1 binding. We therefore used planar bilayers con-
taining fluorescent ICAM-1 in conjunction with conformation-
specific antibodies and pharmacological inhibition of actin 
dynamics. As shown in Fig. 7 (A–C), inhibition of F-actin flow, 
but not inhibition of myosin II alone, caused a loss of ICAM-1 
accumulation in the pSMAC region. As a second measure of 
ICAM-1 release, we labeled cells after fixation with TS1/22, an 
antibody that competes for ICAM-1 binding to the I domain 
of LFA-1, which should detect only unbound LFA-1 molecules. 
The proportion of LFA-1 molecules that bound TS1/22 was in-
creased after arrest of actin flow (Fig. 7 D), again showing that 
optimal LFA-1–ICAM-1 interactions require ongoing actin 
flow rather than the presence of an immobile F-actin scaffold.

LFA-1 activation requires a polarized TCR 
stimulus and immobilized ICAM-1
We were surprised to find significant levels of high affinity 
LFA-1 in T cells stimulated by anti-CD3 alone (Fig. 3 B) 
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conformation. At the same time, interplay between T cell actin 
forces and ligand-dependent retention of LFA-1 organizes active 
LFA-1 into concentric rings. The organization of these rings 
varies with the stimulatory surface, as this alters both ligand mo-
bility and actin network behavior.

Exactly how actin flow works to organize LFA-1 at the IS 
is not clear. We did not observe direct colocalization of LFA-1 
conformational intermediates with F-actin or myosin IIA. It 
seems likely that nascent LFA-1–ICAM-1 complexes originate 
in the F-actin–rich periphery and undergo flow-dependent co-
alescence (Kaizuka et al., 2007). Because high affinity LFA-1  
molecules are tightly linked to the actin cytoskeleton (Cairo et al., 
2006), this conformation may be selectively delivered to the  
inner region of the IS by F-actin flow. The alternative possibil-
ity is that actin flow activates LFA-1 as it is being shuttled to the 
cSMAC. Both of these models are consistent with our observa-
tion that active LFA-1 is shifted toward the periphery under con-
ditions of low ICAM-1 mobility. Finally, because the cSMAC 
region is also associated with endocytosis, secretion, and exo-
some release (Griffiths et al., 2010), membrane trafficking events 
may also play a role. In particular, mechanical activation of 
LFA-1 may be associated with membrane internalization, a pro-
cess that would involve pN-scale forces orthogonal to the cell 
membrane. Distinguishing among these models will require the 
development of biosensors that can measure LFA-1 conforma-
tional change in real time. Another open question is what de-
fines the inner boundary where open LFA-1 accumulates. LFA-1 
may be deposited in this region as a result of slowing and dis-
assembly of the actin network. Alternatively, LFA-1 may be  
excluded based on molecular crowding or kinetic segregation 
(Davis and van der Merwe, 2006; Kaizuka et al., 2007; Hartman 
et al., 2009). Finally, exclusion could be mediated by membrane 
trafficking events because this area of the IS is associated with 
endocytosis and protein degradation as well as extrusion of TCR-
enriched extracellular vesicles (Vardhana et al., 2010; Choudhuri  
et al., 2014).

The relative contribution of LFA-1 valency and affinity to 
the formation and maintenance of T cell–APC contacts has been  

Discussion
Our results establish that centripetal flow of the T cell actin cy-
toskeleton drives LFA-1 recruitment to and affinity maturation 
at the IS, greatly enhancing the overall avidity of T cell–APC 
adhesion. This process also organizes LFA-1 conformational 
intermediates into a concentric array at the IS. These findings 
provide direct evidence in favor of a mechanical model for 
LFA-1 activation in which force generated by actin flow acts as 
a necessary component of integrin regulation at the IS (Fig. 9).

We find that F-actin flow is required for the maintenance 
of LFA-1 organization and affinity regulation. Because this re-
quirement was observed even in T cells responding to artificial 
stimulatory surfaces, we conclude that cell-intrinsic forces are 
sufficient to produce ectodomain changes associated with affin-
ity maturation. Mechanical force and ligand binding are func-
tionally intertwined and both are required for full LFA-1 affinity 
maturation. Indeed, we observe a concomitant loss of both high 
affinity LFA-1 and bound ligand upon inhibition of actin dy-
namics, indicating that maintenance of the high affinity ligand-
bound state requires ongoing tension. This behavior is consistent 
with known properties of catch bond molecular interactions 
(Thomas et al., 2008). Although our data show that physiologi-
cal concentrations of surface-bound ligand are insufficient to 
maintain full LFA-1 activation in the absence of actin flow, it is 
known that ICAM-1 can, at high concentrations, induce LFA-1 
conformational change (Dustin, 1998). In keeping with this, we 
find that ligand binding clearly enhances LFA-1 activation, and 
induced fit probably accounts for the residual levels of open 
LFA-1 we observe upon arrest of actin flow.

Our data indicate that regulation of LFA-1 conformational 
change occurs at several steps (Fig. 9 B). First, T cell spreading, 
and possibly actin polymerization and retrograde flow, drives 
the equilibrium toward the high affinity conformation in the 
absence of integrin ligand. Second, binding to immobilized 
ICAM-1 stabilizes the conformational change by opposing forces 
exerted on LFA-1 by the T cell cytoskeleton, as well as by in-
duced fit, driving the equilibrium further toward the high affinity 

Figure 6. Coengagement of VLA-4 slows F-actin flow and attenuates LFA-1 activation. (A and B) T lymphoblasts expressing Lifeact-GFP were imaged while 
interacting with coverslips coated with anti-CD3, ICAM-1, and VCAM-1. (A) Single time point of a responding cell, and (B) corresponding kymograph of  
F-actin dynamics generated along the dashed line in A. Bar,10 µm. Arrowhead in B indicates a mobile fiducial mark. (C) Kymographic analysis of F-actin dy-
namics (817 measurements from 11 cells) superimposed with the normalized radial distribution of F-actin intensity in the same cells. Data represent mean ±  
SEM. (D) T cells spreading on coverslips coated with anti-CD3 and ICAM-1+/ VCAM-1 were labeled with the indicated antibodies and analyzed for 
fluorescence intensity in the IS plane. Results represent mean ± SEM from one of three independent experiments. ***, P < 0.001.
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on F-actin dynamics at the IS. In Jurkat T cells, VLA-4 binding 
to VCAM-1, but not LFA-1 binding to ICAM-1, brings F-actin 
flow nearly to a halt (Nguyen et al., 2008; unpublished data). In 
primary T cells, engagement of LFA-1 induced very modest slow-
ing of the actin network, but coengagement of LFA-1 and VLA-4  
induced significant slowing. The underlying mechanisms  
remain to be identified; one plausible idea is that the 1 and 
2 chains differ in their interactions with actin-binding adapter 
molecules. Consistent with the observed slowing of the actin 
network, we observed diminished LFA-1 activation with the  

a subject of ongoing debate (Carman and Springer, 2003; Kim 
et al., 2004). We show here that T cell actin flow drives both as-
pects of avidity modulation. Although flow is required to main-
tain the high affinity conformation of LFA-1 independent of 
changes in valency, it also maintains overall accumulation of 
LFA-1 at the IS (Fig. 9 A). The combination of these two ef-
fects can be measured as the total amount of open LFA-1 at the 
IS, a value that drops by 60% after inhibition of actin flow.

In the course of these studies we found that engagement 
of different integrins by immobilized ligands has distinct effects 

Figure 7. LFA-1–ICAM-1 interactions are maintained by ongoing F-actin dynamics. Ex vivo CD4+ T cells were treated with inhibitors as in Fig. 5 and 
allowed to spread on planar bilayers functionalized with anti-CD3 and Alexa Fluor 488–labeled ICAM-1. Cells were then fixed and stained with TS2/4, 
Kim127, and TS1/22. Bar, 5 µm. Representative cells (A) and population average projections (B). (C) Quantification of ICAM-1 enrichment under the 
cell after subtracting background levels of ICAM-1. Values are normalized to the untreated control. (D) Ratio of unligated to total LFA-1 defined by stain-
ing with TS1/22 and TS2/4, respectively. Data represent 100–150 cells per condition from a single representative donor; n = 3 donors. *, P < 0.05;  
**, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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Our data do not preclude cytoskeletal regulation of other 
molecules involved in LFA-1 activation. In focal adhesions, 
talin and vinculin both depend on force transmission for proper 
function. Actin-dependent stretching of talin reveals cryptic 
binding sites for vinculin, which creates additional F-actin link-
ages (Margadant et al., 2011; Ciobanasu et al., 2013; Hirata  
et al., 2014). In T cells, vinculin is recruited to the IS and is 
required for talin recruitment and conjugate formation (Nolz 
et al., 2007). Thus, talin and vinculin could enhance cytoskel-
etal anchorage of LFA-1 under conditions where F-actin flow 
generates tension. This could explain our observation that open 
LFA-1 becomes homogeneously distributed upon inhibition of  
F-actin flow; when vinculin dissociates, talin-bound LFA-1 could 
diffuse more readily.

In addition to maintaining adhesive contacts, integrins act 
as traditional signaling receptors in a process termed outside-in 
signaling. LFA-1 engagement induces formation of signaling 
microclusters (Baker et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009) and leads 
to activation of multiple signaling intermediates (Tabassam  
et al., 1999; Perez et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009; Varga et al., 2010). 
Indeed, LFA-1 can be considered a costimulatory molecule in 
that its coengagement with TCR lowers the threshold for T cell 

addition of VCAM-1. This has important functional implications 
because up-regulation of VLA-4 during T cell activation could 
effectively down-regulate LFA-1–dependent interactions.

A recurring conundrum in mechanobiology is the diffi-
culty in separating force-dependent processes from conven-
tional signaling events. Because the inhibitor cocktail used here 
to arrest actin dynamics also perturbs sustained Ca2+ elevation 
(but not early tyrosine phosphorylation events) downstream of 
the TCR (Babich et al., 2012), it is possible that the observed 
loss of LFA-1 activation results from impaired conventional sig-
naling rather than cessation of force. Several pieces of data sup-
port our interpretation that force plays a key role. First, inside-out 
signaling is traditionally thought to culminate with talin binding 
and induction of the extended conformation, but we find that in-
hibiting actin dynamics has the most profound and consistent 
effect on transition to the open conformation. Second, slowing 
the actin network by engaging VLA-4 also diminishes LFA-1 
conformational change, even though it actually enhances TCR 
signaling (Nguyen et al., 2008). Finally, in cells treated with 
soluble ICAM-1, TCR signaling and actin flow are intact, yet 
LFA-1 conformational change does not occur in the absence of 
tension generated by immobilized ligand.

Figure 8. LFA-1 activation requires a polarized TCR stimulus and immobilized ICAM-1. (A) T cells were either left untreated or incubated on ice with biotinyl-
ated anti-CD3, and then stimulated at 37°C with either soluble streptavidin (soluble CD3) or coverslip-adsorbed streptavidin (immobile CD3). Some cells 
were concomitantly stimulated with either soluble ICAM-1 (sol. ICAM), coverslip-adsorbed TS1/22 (im. TS1/22), or coverslip-adsorbed ICAM-1 (im. ICAM). 
Images show single confocal planes near the contact site. (B) Contact area of cells from A. (C) Proportion of LFA-1 in the open conformation on different stimula-
tory surfaces. Data represent at least 70 cells per condition from a single representative donor; n = 3 donors. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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In conclusion, our results provide strong evidence that cen-
tripetal flow of the T cell F-actin network provides mechanical 
force contributing to LFA-1 activation and ICAM-1 engage-
ment at the IS. We propose that F-actin flow drives a positive 
feedback loop for IS-associated signaling events, whereby early 
TCR signals induce robust actin flow, which in turn increases 
signaling through mechanosensitive molecules like LFA-1.

Materials and methods
General reagents and antibodies
Unless otherwise noted, chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  
Y-27 and ()-Bleb were purchased from EMD Millipore. Jasplakinolide, Alexa  
Fluor 647–streptavidin, Alexa Fluor 594–phalloidin, and antibody labeling 
kits for Alexa Fluor 488 and 594 were purchased from Life Technologies. 
Streptavidin was purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, 
Inc. CF405M phalloidin was purchased from Biotium. DyLight 650 label-
ing kits were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Mouse anti-CD43 
antibody (clone 1G10) was purchased from BD. Goat polyclonal antibody 
against talin was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. Rabbit 
polyclonal antibody against myosin IIA heavy chain was purchased from 
Covance. Leaf-purified mouse anti-CD3 (OKT3; BioLegend) and biotinyl-
ated OKT3 (eBioscience) were used for T cell stimulation. Biotinylated 
mouse anti-CD3 antibody SK7 (BioLegend) was used for immunolabeling 
of fixed cells. Human ICAM-1-Fc and VCAM-1-Fc chimeras were purchased 
from R&D Systems. As a source of mouse ICAM-1, we used 293T cells sta-
bly transfected with a pBabe+CMV-Puro vector encoding the extracellular 
domain (amino acids 1–485) of mouse ICAM-1 with a C-terminal 6× His 
tag (provided by E. Long, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). 
ICAM-1–His was purified from these cells as previously described (March 
and Long, 2011). In brief, cells were grown for 5 d in serum-free medium 

activation (Perez et al., 2003; Suzuki et al., 2007). The relation-
ship between conformational change and outside-in signaling 
for LFA-1 has not been rigorously addressed, but outside-in 
signaling by other integrins is associated with their high affin-
ity forms (Zhu et al., 2007; Lefort et al., 2009). Assuming that 
the high affinity conformation of LFA-1 also represents the 
signaling competent pool, actin flow should promote LFA-1  
signaling and costimulation. Further analysis will be needed to 
test this directly.

Our data support a model in which ICAM-1 mobility is an 
important parameter for LFA-1 activation. Low mobility ICAM-1  
would provide greater resistance to forces exerted on LFA-1 by 
the T cell actin cytoskeleton and should therefore be better at 
inducing conformational change. In support of this idea, arti-
ficially increasing ICAM-1 mobility in target cells diminishes 
conjugate formation and granule polarization by natural killer 
cells (Gross et al., 2010). This raises the intriguing possibility 
that APCs could regulate lateral mobility of integrin ligands to 
modulate T cell activation. Indeed, in the accompanying paper, 
we show that dendritic cells control ICAM-1 mobility through 
regulated cytoskeletal changes and that manipulation of ICAM-1  
mobility modulates LFA-1 conformational change and alters the 
antigen threshold for T cell adhesion and priming (see Comrie 
et al. in this issue). Together, these two studies show that the 
T cell and dendritic cell cytoskeletal networks work in concert 
to regulate adhesion and signaling at the IS.

Figure 9. Model of LFA-1 activation at the IS. (A) Actin-dependent regulation of LFA-1 valency. Ongoing F-actin flow (left) in T cells responding to a polar-
ized TCR stimulus drives activation of LFA-1 at the IS. Activated LFA-1 then binds ICAM-1, leading to synaptic enrichment. Arrested F-actin dynamics (right) 
abrogates activation of LFA-1, allowing passive diffusion of unligated LFA-1 away from the IS. (B) Actin-dependent regulation of LFA-1 affinity. (1) Inactive 
LFA-1 exists in a bent conformation on the T cell surface. (2) Inside-out signaling events downstream of TCR engagement lead to recruitment of talin and 
F-actin to the integrin  tail. This allows for the segregation of the  and  tails and the unbending of LFA-1 to yield the extended conformation. (3) F-actin 
flow generates tensile force on the LFA-1  tail (green arrow), facilitating further tail separation and resulting in swingout of the hybrid domain and induction 
of the open (high affinity) form of LFA-1. (4) The open I domain primes the molecule for binding of ICAM-1, which through induced fit and tension-based 
mechanisms (green arrows) stabilizes LFA-1 in the high affinity, ligand-bound conformation. Alternatively, LFA-1 affinity maturation can proceed through an 
ICAM-1–bound, extended conformation (3) in which ICAM-1 weakly interacts with LFA-1 and induces the open head domain before application of force; 
force then stabilizes this interaction. After loss of force on the  chain, ligand unbinding may preferentially occur through the 3 step, in which there is no 
stabilization of the open I domain and therefore much lower affinity for ICAM-1. Alternatively, in the absence of force, LFA-1 does not undergo the priming 
step to the unligated, open conformation. Regular turnover of LFA-1– ICAM-1 complexes would then lead to loss of bound ICAM-1.
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desiccated in a vacuum chamber for 1 h. The dried lipid cake was hydrated 
in PBS, sonicated using a tabletop sonicator (Branson) for 15 min to gener-
ate multilamellar vesicles, and passed through a 50-nm pore membrane 
using a mini-extruder (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.). The resulting small unila-
mellar vesicles were stored at 4°C and used within 2–3 wk.

25 × 75-mm glass slides (#1.5; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were cleaned 
for 15 min using Piranha solution (3:1 ratio of sulfuric acid and 30% hy-
drogen peroxide; Dustin et al., 2007) and then washed thoroughly with 
distilled water. Slides were then air dried and adhered to Sticky-Slide VI0.4 
Luer closed chambers (Ibidi). Small unilamellar vesicles in PBS were added 
to the chambers to cover the exposed glass surface for 15 min. After thor-
ough rinsing with PBS, the chambers were incubated with ICAM-1 6× His 
(0.3 µg/ml unless stated otherwise), followed by 1 µg/ml streptavidin, 
or Alexa Fluor 647–streptavidin for 15 min, and then thoroughly rinsed 
again with PBS and incubated with 1 µg/ml OKT3-biotin for 15 min. 
Where indicated, bilayers were incubated with 0.3 µg/ml of Alexa Fluor 
488– or 594–labeled ICAM-1 in place of unlabeled ICAM-1. Chambers 
were rinsed and left in HBS supplemented with Ca2+/Mg2+, 1% BSA, and 
2 mg/ml d-glucose. Lipid bilayers were used for imaging studies on the 
same day.

Preparation of stimulatory glass surfaces
For fixed cell studies, 12-mm coverslips (#1.0; Bellco) were coated with  
10 µg/ml OKT3 for 2 h at 37°C or overnight at 4°C, washed with PBS, 
and incubated with 1 µg/ml ICAM-1 6× His or ICAM-1 Fc. Where indicated, 
coverslips were subsequently incubated with VCAM-1 at 1 µg/ml for 2 h 
at 37°C. Glass surfaces for live cell imaging studies were prepared simi-
larly, except that 8-well Lab-Tek II chambered cover glasses (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) were used.

Fluorescence microscopy
T cells were harvested and resuspended at 5 × 105/ml in L-15 medium for 
coverslip and conjugate experiments and at 106/ml in HBS supplemented 
with Ca2+/Mg2+, 1% BSA, and 2 mg/ml d-glucose for lipid bilayer experi-
ments. Coverslips or chambers were equilibrated at 37°C, and 5.0 × 104 
cells (for coverslips) or 1.5 × 105 cells (for lipid bilayers) were allowed 
to interact with the surfaces for the indicated times. For T-B conjugates, Raji 
B cells were pulsed before interaction with T cells with 2 µg/ml SEE (Toxin 
Technologies) for 1 h at 37°C and allowed to interact with T cells for 30 min.  
After stimulation, cells were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS and 
quenched with 50 mM NH4Cl.

Cell surface LFA-1 and TCR were labeled before permeabilization, 
after which cells were permeabilized and blocked with 0.01% saponin 
and 0.25% fish skin gelatin in TBS, pH 7.4 (TSG). Cells were incubated for 
40 min with primary antibodies in TSG, washed 3× in TSG, and incubated 
with secondary antibodies in TSG for 40 min. Cells were then washed 3× 
in TSG, once with 1% FBS in PBS and once with Milli-Q H2O, and mounted 
on slides with Mowiol mounting media (Sigma-Aldrich). Because the epi-
tope recognized by m24 is destroyed by fixation, m24 antibody was 
added to live cells before fixation. Unless otherwise indicated, m24 label-
ing was restricted to 5 min at 1–2 µg/ml. Kim127, TS2/4, and TS1/22 la-
beling was performed after fixation (and always before permeabilization) 
with Kim127 added first to minimize possible steric hindrance of the acti-
vation-dependent epitope.

To assess the role of TCR and LFA-1 ligand immobilization on the 
activation of LFA-1, ex vivo CD4+ T cells were either left untreated or incu-
bated with biotinylated OKT3 (10 µg/ml) on ice for 10 min. Cells were 
then washed, warmed to 37°C in L-15 imaging medium, and stimulated 
with either soluble or surface-immobilized streptavidin on coverslips coated 
with CD43 (0.5 µg/ml) and BSA (1 mg/ml) to allow binding without  
inducing nonspecific spreading. Some cells were also additionally  
stimulated with either soluble ICAM-1, coverslip-immobilized TS1/22, or 
coverslip-immobilized ICAM-1 (all at 1 µg/ml). After 20 min of spreading, 
cells were fluorescently labeled with the indicated reagents as described in 
the previous paragraph.

All imaging was performed using a microscope (Axiovert 200; Carl 
Zeiss) equipped with a spinning disk confocal system (Ultraview ERS6; 
PerkinElmer) and a 63× planapo 1.4 NA objective. Images were collected 
using an Orca ER camera (Hamamatsu) and analyzed using Volocity 6.3 
(PerkinElmer). For fixed cell imaging of T cell spreading on stimulatory pla-
nar surfaces, a single confocal plane was imaged at the contact interface. 
For T-B cell conjugates, whole conjugates were imaged as 10–12-µm-thick 
z stacks, with planes spaced 0.25 µm apart, and synapses were rendered 
in Volocity. 25–50 spread T cells or conjugates were selected per condition 
and used for further analysis. For live cell imaging, wells were covered 

and protein was isolated from supernatants by passage over Ni-NTA col-
umn and elution with 500 mM imidazole in PBS.

LFA-1 conformation-specific antibodies
Mouse monoclonal antibodies TS2/4 (anti-CD11a), TS1/22 (anti-CD11a), 
and Kim127 (anti-CD18) were harvested from hybridomas (ATCC). TS1/22 
was also purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Mouse monoclonal anti-
body m24 (anti-CD18) was purchased from Abcam. TS2/4 recognizes an 
epitope on the  propeller domain of CD11a (L) only in the assembled 
 heterodimer (Huang and Springer, 1997) and binds in an activation-
independent manner (Chen et al., 2006). TS1/22 binds to the I domain 
of CD11a and competes directly for ICAM-1 binding. It can therefore be 
used to report on unbound LFA-1 (Schürpf and Springer, 2011). Kim127 
binds to an epitope within the EGF2 domain of CD18 (2) that is hidden 
in bent, inactive integrins and exposed upon integrin extension and activa-
tion. Kim127 therefore reports on the extended and open conformations 
(Lu et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2006). Because Kim127 is an activating 
antibody, care was taken to use it only after fixation. m24 binds the acti-
vated I domain of CD18 (2) after hybrid domain swingout, and therefore 
reports on the high affinity extended-open conformation of LFA-1 (Dransfield 
and Hogg, 1989; Chen et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2010; Schürpf and 
Springer, 2011). The epitope bound by m24 is sensitive to aldehyde fixa-
tion, necessitating prefixation labeling. On its own, m24 does not induce 
LFA-1 conformational change, though it can stabilize the ICAM-1 bound 
open conformation (Smith et al., 2005). Thus, care was taken to minimize 
labeling times and antibody concentration. TS2/4 was directly conjugated 
to DyLight 650, Kim127 was conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594, and m24 
was conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488, all according to the manufacturers’ 
protocols. Functionality of antibodies was verified by flow cytometry on 
unstimulated T cells or cells stimulated with Mn2+.

Cell culture
Unless otherwise indicated, T cells refers to ex vivo human peripheral blood 
CD4+ T cells. Human peripheral blood CD4+ T cells or CD8+ T cells were 
obtained from the University of Pennsylvania’s Human Immunology Core 
under an Institution Review Board–approved protocol. In experiments using 
ex vivo cells, T cells were used within 3 h of purification. Alternatively, T lym-
phoblasts were generated by activation with human T-Activator CD3/CD28 
magnetic beads (Dynabeads; Life Technologies) in RPMI (Invitrogen) sup-
plemented with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologicals), 1% GlutaMAX (Invitrogen), 
1% Pen/Strep, and 50 U/ml of human rIL-2 (obtained through the AIDS 
Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, National In-
stitute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health, from 
M. Gately, Roche, Nutley, NJ). T lymphoblasts were cultured in a humidi-
fied 37°C incubator with 5% CO2. Beads were magnetically removed on 
day 6 after initial stimulation and cells were then cultured for an additional 
day in the absence of IL-2. The human B cell line Raji was cultured in RPMI 
with 10% FBS, 1% GlutaMAX, and 1% Pen/Strep. 293T cells (ATCC) were 
grown in DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10 mM Hepes, 10% FBS, 
1% GlutaMAX, 1% Pen/Strep, and 1% NEAA (Invitrogen).

Plasmids and transduction
Lentiviral packaging constructs psPAX2 and PDM2.G as well as Gate-
way donor vector pDONR221 and destination vector PLX301 were all 
gifts of N. Hacohen, Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA. cDNA encoding 
F-actin–binding peptide Lifeact (amino acids 1–17 of the Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae protein Abp140) tagged on the C terminus with EGFP (Riedl  
et al., 2008) was subcloned into pDONR221 and subsequently into pLX301 
using Gateway Technology. To generate recombinant lentivirus, 18 × 106 
293T cells were seeded in 15-cm plates the day before transfection, and 
then cotransfected using the calcium phosphate method with 48 µg of each 
DNA of interest (all in pLX301), together with 36.3 µg of psPAX2 and 12.1 µg 
 of pMD2.G. Media was exchanged after 18 h with fresh media. Super-
natant was harvested 24 h later and was immediately used to transduce  
T cells. T cells were transduced by spin infection with lentivirus on day 3 
after activation. Lentivirus and 8 µg/ml Polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich) were 
added along with 2 × 106 T cells to the wells of a 6-well culture plate and 
centrifuged at 2,000 rpm and 37°C for 2 h. Lentivirus-containing media 
was then replaced with T cell culture media, and the cultures were main-
tained as described in Cell culture.

Preparation of supported planar lipid bilayers
Lipids (DOPC, DSPE-PEG2000-biotin, and DOGS-NTA nickel salt; Avanti 
Polar Lipids, Inc.) were reconstituted in chloroform at 89.9:0.1:10 mol%, 
respectively. The mixture was then dried under a gentle stream of air and 
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lower quartile ranges. Outliers (determined as values that are >1.5× the  
interquartile distance above the upper quartile or below the lower quartile) 
are shown.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows analysis of LFA-1 activation intermediates, talin localization, 
and ICAM-1 binding. Fig. S2 shows that LFA-1 conformational change 
and synaptic patterns vary with ICAM-1 concentration. Fig. S3 shows that 
centripetal flow of the actomyosin network regulates valency and affinity of 
LFA-1b (data from a single donor). Fig. S4 shows that F-actin flow maintains 
the high-affinity conformation of LFA-1 and its localization at the IS. Fig. S5 
shows that coengagement of integrin ligands modulates centripetal F-actin 
flow. Video 1 shows that LFA-1 activation intermediates are organized into 
a concentric array in T cell–B cell conjugates. Video 2 shows molecular 
dynamics in T lymphoblasts spreading on stimulatory bilayers. Video 3 
shows an example of a T lymphoblast with no apparent cSMAC spread-
ing on stimulatory bilayers. Video 4 shows tracking of F-actin dynamics 
in T cells spreading on stimulatory coverglasses. Video 5 shows F-actin 
dynamics in T lymphoblasts spreading on coverglasses coated with anti-
CD3+/ ICAM-1. Video 6 shows that F-actin dynamics persist in human  
T cells treated with myosin II inhibitors but cease completely after subsequent 
addition of jasplakinolide. Video 7 shows that F-actin flow is slowed by the 
addition of immobilized VCAM-1. Online supplemental material is avail-
able at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201406121/DC1.
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